Issue 96 October 2018

Welcome to our 96th edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are articles on
energized calf milk powder, commodities updates, mycotoxin binders, identifying issues, alternative funding, people management and farming rules for water.
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact the
article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.
Edited by Gerard Finnan of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group Tel:
07976 426420.

Last month I wrote that Trouw Nutrition had launched a new milk powder called Energized Calf Milk.
Since then I have seen calves locally that have been fed with ECM and the results are impressive. I have
to say, I don’t think I have ever seen calves fed on milk powder look so good! The comments I’m receiving
are that the calves have shinier coats, they look fitter & fuller, have reduced scours and are very easy to get
on to the full feed rate.
The picture below does not truly do the animals justice.
Some of this must be attributed to the fact that the powder has been designed to be as close to whole milk
as possible, and so easier for the calf to use and digest.
Not only is this leading to healthier, stronger calves, but all the research is showing that it is leading to increased yield & solids production once the animals begin lactation.
Energized Calf Milk is the best of whole milk combined with the best of calf milk replacer. Contact
Andrew today at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or on 07717 442888, for more information.
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Markets - Over the past month the pound has strengthened by 1-1.5% vs the Euro
and dollar. Oil prices have continued to rise, approximately $6/barrel. Interest rates
are unchanged but a further one or two 0.25% rises are expected in the next 18
months. Brexit and the heightening of the Chinese/American trade war are still the
main market drivers. The GDT price index has continued to fall incrementally, despite the droughts in Northern Europe and Australia.
Milk Powder - This is holding firm but expect continued upward pressure.
Feed - All feed prices have eased slightly over the last
month, usually only by a few pounds, except for rape
which has decreased by approximately £15/t. Looking ahead, cereals are expected
to rise again, and proteins are holding steady, based on current market information.
For anyone short of forage, we still have moist feeds available for the winter.
Fertiliser - CF have currently withdrawn from the market again, with a further
increase expected. This has effectively made urea suppliers withdraw from the
market until new levels are known, however all indications are urea will move
up to £310-£320/t on farm. Ps & Ks also continue to rise. My advice must be if
you still haven’t taken any cover yet then take some now - maybe not all your
spring requirements, but at least some, as all indications are prices will only
continue to rise. If you want to spread the payment etc., please call me as I
can arrange something to help cash flow.
Contact Andrew on 07717 442888 or email andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk , for more up-todate prices.

The Olmix Group from Brittany in France has become a new supplier to DBL. The company are very interested in natural algae-based solutions for nutrition, hygiene and health for plants, animals and humans.
Their aim is to reduce the reliance on farm antibiotics and already have pig and poultry units across Europe
where they have reduced usage to both zero and negligible levels.
MMIS is a unique microgranular mycotoxin binder manufactured using exclusive technology and thanks to
its patented complexation of clay and algae, it can absorb a wide range of mycotoxins.
Unseen by the human eye but under a microscope, clay has a layered structure. Olmix uses Montmorillonite clay which is hydrolysed to increase the layer gaps, allowing for specific algae molecules to be inserted, thereby increasing the gap size by 10x. As mycotoxins come in a variety of sizes and shapes, the interspaced Montmorillonite (Amadeite®) is capable of binding both small and planar toxins such as Aflatoxins,
along with toxins that have more complex structures such as Zearalenones, Fumonisins and Trichothecenes (DON, T-2).
MMIS has been under the EU registration process for the last four years and this is due
to conclude shortly. This will make MMIS the second only binder product to receive
registration and to be officially labelled as a ‘Mycotoxin Binder’.
Unfortunately, binder products sold in the market place are not all equal, so it is important to use a product with proven efficacy and a product that will bind the appropriate
issue causing toxins, thereby reducing mycotoxins to a manageable level.
Contact Andrew today on 07717 442888, for more information on this new and
exciting product. Alternatively you can email andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk
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Is this the winter to carry less cows in your buildings? Too often as consultants, we see farmers strive to increase output by carrying more cows and maximising all their assets, whether it is bulk tank, cubicles, silage
clamps etc, but all too often in adverse weather, market price changes or calving pattern shifts, one or more resources is over stretched. Sometimes labour, which affects everything is the one to be overstretched, but not
identified as the issue.
Many times, we see dairy farmers reduce the milking herd by 5% and milk output remains the same. When forage and quality feed is so precious and scarce, is it a false
economy keeping those last ten milkers which are below average or have recurring
health issues fed an expensive feed, creating overcapacity physically, and under performance financially over the whole herd?
Maybe the current adverse feed stock situation is an opportunity to address this?
Contact Gerard on 07976 426420, or email gerardfinnan@fcgagric.com for an independent assessment of
your current position.

The Sherborne office (Midwest Consulting Ltd) is now licenced by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to broker credit funding for agricultural businesses.
We are delighted to tell you we can now broker finance from difference sources to match your business banking
and finance needs. This adds a very useful service for the farming community which complements our current
consultancy services.
Looking to put up a new building? Putting in a new parlour or are you just not happy with your current bank or
your overall financial arrangements? We can look at your requirements, do an appraisal and look at the marketplace on your behalf, saving you time and money. We can approach suitable lenders on your behalf and help
your business succeed.
Ed Warren has now been working with FCG for over a year. He may be well known to some of you as he was
an Agricultural Manager with Lloyds bank for many years. Now as an independent broker Ed will be happy to
look at your own situation.
Ed can be contacted directly on 07434 723443 to discuss
your requirements in confidence.
Midwest Consulting Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a registered credit
broker FRN793780. Address: No.4 Trent Court, Trent, Sherborne, Dorset, DT9 4SL.

The above statement was the answer by a host dairy farmer visited on a recent discussion group trip, when
asked about the difference in youngstock rearing performance between his four dairy herds. He said that the
biggest risk to a disease outbreak (he was referring to Johnes) was the personnel on the ground managing the
livestock. His strategy for the coming year is to centralise the management of 1000+ youngstock in one unit from
birth to pre-calving.
Though he farms 3000 livestock, he is managing people. As your business expands, you, the farmer, will need
to retrain and learn new skills. These people skills are totally different to technical stockperson skills! So, when
you next decide to expand your livestock enterprise, you will grow further away from the livestock and need to
embrace more people management.
Are you prepared for this change? Are you trained up and ready to embrace this
significant change? All too often as consultants we see a top performing 200 cow
dairy herd become an average 400 cow herd. Prepare yourself first before getting the planning permission and securing the finance!
To discuss a sensible expansion plan and whether it suits you, contact
Gerard on 07976 426420 or email gerardfinnan@fcgagric.com
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New soil erosion and farm pollution regulations came into force from the 2 nd April 2018. This may well have
passed a number of people by as it was not widely publicised. The new regulations put the onus on the
farmer to analyse risk and take appropriate action to ensure soil remains in the field and applications of fertiliser, slurry and FYM do not cause pollution. This is in effect introducing some of the NVZ regulations
across the whole country.
There are eight main areas to be aware of:
1.

Applications of slurry, FYM and inorganic fertiliser must be planned to meet soil and crop nutrient
requirements. Soils must be sampled every five years.
Manure storage should not be within 10 metres of a watercourse or 50 metres of a well, spring or
borehole.
Do not apply manures or fertiliser if the soil is waterlogged, snow covered or flooded or if the soil has
been frozen for more than 12 hours in the previous 24 hours.
Do not apply manure within 10 metres of a water course or 50 metres of a spring, well or borehole.
Do not apply manufactured fertiliser within 2 metres of a water course.
Soil management: take reasonable precautions to prevent significant soil erosion and/or muddy runoff from entering water courses especially from seedbeds, tramlines, stubbles and poaching from
livestock.
Land within 5 metres of a watercourse must be protected from soil erosion by preventing poaching
by livestock. This effectively ends using rivers to supply water to grazing cattle.
Livestock feeders must not be located within 10 metres of a water course or where there is a significant risk of runoff from poaching.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

In many circumstances these rules are being applied as a lot of them are common sense. The main ones
that could catch a business out are having a written fertiliser plan for each year based on soil analysis,
(taking into account the use of slurry and FYM), and produced by a FACTS registered advisor, and precautions to prevent soil erosion. In terms of actions to prevent soil erosion these could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drilling across the slope of a field.
Subsoiling tramlines post-harvest.
Cover crops over winter on stubbles.
Grass buffer strips along water courses.
Break crops across steep fields to reduce run off.
Fencing livestock out of rivers, (grant funding has been available for this under the Countryside
Stewardship Scheme).
Minimal tillage when establishing crops.

•

If you would like to discuss the impacts of the regulations on your farm business or would like help
in producing a nutrient plan, please contact Phil at pcooper@fcgagric.com or on 07798 673665,
FACTS.

FCG Sherborne Office:
Tel/Fax: 01935 850093
Email:
midwest@fcgagric.com
4 Trent Court
Trent, Sherborne
Dorset, DT9 4SL
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Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact
or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant.
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